Supervisor e-Learning, Level 1
High quality, content rich interactive training grounded in filmed supervision scenarios
For human services, health & other professionals with no experience, or inexperienced supervisors
wanting more knowledge, “hands on tools”, practical guidance to supervise competently.
What you will learn
20 CPD hrs
♦ What supervision is and the mindset of a supervisor
♦ How to use practical reflective, solution-focused, functions & adult learning models to supervision
♦ Techniques for having purposeful, structured supervision meetings & conversations
♦ How to establish your authority as a competent & trusted supervisor & what not to do
♦ The use of practical tools & knowledge to address supervision challenges & difficult conversations
♦ Strategies to manage boundaries and places of tension
♦ Deepened self-awareness & a state of being approach to supervision
♦ Accountability, ethical and reporting requirements
♦ Custom made, resource-rich & self-paced ♦ Watch supervision scenarios ♦ Learn through video,
audio, inventories, quizzes, analysis exercises, reflective journal, readings, online discussion, email
feedback ♦ 24/7 skill development ♦Fast response technical support ♦ Certificate upon receipt of
learning journal
About Jane Wexler BA, BSW, MSW, MAASW (Acc), Acc. Exec. Coach
✡ Jane is highly respected and widely sought after for her expertise and extensive experience as a
supervisor, trainer, accredited executive coach & specialist educator in Australia, China & the Asia
Pacific region. She delivers a powerful blend of effective, practical supervision frameworks applied
across disciplines, with an interest in Eastern philosophy & innovative approaches to supervision.
AASW/ACWA member: $455 (excl. GST); Non member $495 (excl. GST) Register: www.janewexler.com
e: office@janewexler.com
m:+61(0) 417 901 033
♦ ‘This has been such an excellent learning experience.
Everything I needed was at my fingertips. The quality of the
learning resources was first rate’ ♦ ‘I enjoyed this e-learning
immensely. I can now supervise both staff & students in a much
more informed way’ ♦ ‘This course has been excellent for my
professional development and confidence and my own
supervisor has noticed a difference.’ ♦‘Inspirational training,
which I used straight away’♦ ‘ I hate doing things online but this
was very worthwhile. I am very surprised at how much I got out
of it. Excellent and highly recommended’ ♦ ‘I loved being part of
Beaumont supervision team; the videos were a fantastic way for
me to participate and learn’ ♦ ‘Jane's training is of the highest
quality. The e-learning mode gives access to many more
professionals who will benefit from such well researched &
expertly presented material; I highly recommend this!’

